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If CO2-global warming causation is so sure and so strong,
why would the persistent warming not continue?

Temperature Anomaly (in °C)

Where is the direct evidence for
CO2-dominated global+ regional
climate change?

Views Expressed Are Strictly My Own and Do Not Reflect Those of Any Institution

Take it from Hansen/NASA GISS
(January 15, 2013)

Volumetric sampling of the world oceans:
ARGO project since 2003

Source: http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/graphs_v3/Fig.C.gif

Where is all the predicted accumulation of
CO2-induced heat if it is not in the ocean?
Model

Spectral Fingerprinting
of the CO2 Monster:
Just exactly where is IT?

Observations

Data Source: Bob Tisdale (posted June 2, 2012)
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But I thought
scientists
were
able–toCO
confirm
the CO2
The
Satanic
Gas
2!
greenhouse effects from spectral fingerprinting?

How well can simulations replicate
the real-world observations?

666 cm-1
Observations

Simulations

(NOT very well!!!)
April-June 1997 (IMG) minus 1970 (IRIS)
(30°N to 30°S tropical oceans)

Adopted from presentation by Professor John Harries of Imperial College, UK (September 4, 2009)

Brinley and Allan (2003) Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society, vol. 129, 2971-2988

“No amount of
experimentation
can ever prove me
right; a single
experiment can
prove me wrong.”

Albert Einstein

Serious mis-representations in USGCRP 2009 report!

How USGCRP authors mistakenly re-transformed
global temperature from “anomalies” units to absolute units!
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Damaging side-effect: Persisting error in US EPA webpage!
“This figure illustrates one piece of evidence that shows that recent global warming is
primarily a result of greenhouse gas emissions from human activities.”

Reality: Does this looks like reasonable agreement
between observation and model calculations now?

Hegerl et al.49

http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/facts.html

Where is the peer-review checking?

Important public scienceeducation-policy questions:
If CO2 control on the climate is so
self-apparent and scientifically
correct, then why the graphical
“confusion”?

How well can 24 climate models simulate
seasonal and annual cycles (on land surfaces)?
1954-2000

72 simulations

Not
well!

Will climate scientists stand up and
condemn the USGCRP+USEPA?
Stine et al. (2009) Nature, vol. 457, 435-440
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Seasonal solar radiation has amplitude of 90 W/m2 today
compared to 230 W/m2 116,000 years ago

Same
mean
for
both
times

Misunderstanding of climate models:
Averaging flawed models does not make it better!

“These sobering conclusions about future
warming are projections based upon
elaborate models of the Earth. It is usually
wise to be suspicious of computer models of
complex situations. But we are not talking
about one scientist’s model; a number of
programs give similar results.”

Today

— (Robert Curl, 1996 Nobel Laureate in Chemistry; August 20, 2010’s article
“The best science indicates humans are causing warming” in Houston Chronicle;
http://www.chron.com/disp/story.mpl/editorial/outlook/7162619.html)
Kukla and Gavin (2004) GPC, vol. 40, 27-48

What does the ‘Average’
Passenger Jet look like?

Give me
a faster computer
and I will give you the
wrong result sooner.
(Malcolm Ross upon reading that the UK Met Office claimed that it
failed to predict cold December 2010 and January 2011 in Britain
because its new computer was too slow)—The Week That Was by
SEPP (February 27, 2011)

(from http://julesandjames.blogspot.com/2010/08/once-more-into-breach.html)

Exciting new evidence
connecting the Sun to
climate

scale 1:109
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Soon and Legates (2013)

We have empirical evidence
for a Sun-Climate relationship
not only through modulation of
the large-scale dynamics, but
also through direct modulation of
the day-time high temperatures
on local and regional spatial
domains

Take-away Messages

Take-away Messages

1.No experimental data exist that
support the view that the Earth’s
climate is anomalous or changing
in a dangerous manner.

2.Carbon Dioxide, CO2, is merely
a bit player in climate change.

Rising CO2 is largely beneficial
to plant and human life.
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Take-away Messages

Take-away Messages

3. The Sun is a primary driver of
climate change – and has a far
greater impact than changes in
CO2.

4. Climate models cannot be
trusted, in large part, because of
their poor representation of water
– solid, liquid, and gas.

Toto, I’ve a feeling
that we’re not in
Kansas anymore.
We must be over
the rainbow.
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